CREATIVE SPOTLIGHT

- Notable creators who hail from the state of Washington:
  - Bill Gates, software developer
  - Kurt Cobain, musician
  - Rainn Wilson, actor
  - Rosanna Pansino, YouTuber
  - Lynda Barry, cartoonist/author

- Nintendo of America is based in Redmond, Washington.
- Microsoft is headquartered in Redmond, Washington.
- Seattle was the first city to play a Beatles song on the radio.

For more information about the data, go to: www.copyrightalliance.org/states

Copyright Facts for WASHINGTON
JOBS
8,950 motion picture & television industry direct jobs & 3,079 production-related jobs
130,698 software industry direct jobs & 331,046 jobs in total
27,820 local television jobs
20,560 local radio jobs
205,480 app jobs

WAGES
$384.79M from motion picture & television industry
$144.55M from new media & internet creators
$100,466 average salary in the local app economy

U.S. Copyright Registrations (2011-2017)
60,358

STATE ECONOMIC IMPACT
$35.267B contributed to U.S.’s GDP from local software industry
$14.21B contributed to U.S. GDP from local television
$10.35B contributed to U.S. GDP from local radio

Creative Community By The Numbers
242 Video Game Companies
5,969 Music Publishers
19,019 Songwriters
218 Local Commercial Radio Stations
27 Local Commercial T.V. Stations
114 Newspaper Publications
5,230 Graphic Designers
1,050 Photographers
1,440 Multimedia Artists & Animators
2,160 Producers & Directors
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